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Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of the Naval Staff, with Vice Admiral Girish Luthra, Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief Western Naval Command and
Rear Admiral R.B. Pandit, Flag Officer Commanding Western Fleet, taking post for the final sunset ceremony.

It was entirely due to single-minded approach and perseverance on the part of late
admiral tahiliani that within a record time of little over two years of negotiations,
acquisition and modernisation, the 1959 vintage aircraft carrier was commissioned as
Indian Naval ship Viraat on May 12, 1987
n REAR ADMIRAL SUSHIL RAMSAY (RETD)
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ost World War I, when the
limitations of deploying seaplanes in the combat role
was realised that the need for
deploying at least one or two
fixed wing fighter aircraft on board battle-cruisers was felt. this led to a pathbreaking discovery of the concept of
developing aircraft carriers which could

carry fighter aircraft to sea to extend its
strike ranges. In one of the naval journals
admiral arun Prakash recalls that the
ninth HMs Hermes was one of the first
two ships to be designed and developed
as aircraft carriers. He further adds that
the sixth ship in the series of Centaur
class light Fleet Carriers laid down at
Barrow-in-Furness during 1944 was to be
named as HMs Elephant, but construction
was suspended as peace hove in sight.

taken up once again, in 1952, the ship
was commissioned in November 1959
as HMs Hermes. since her commissioning, HMs Hermes encountered fluctuating destiny to contend with. Based on
the 1966 defence White Paper, Hermes
was stripped of catapult and wires and
placed in reserve. However, in !973 she
received a reprieve and was pulled out of
the reserve to be designated as asW carrier in order to meet Nato commitments.
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It was time to bid farewell to INS
Viraat and TU-142M who served
the Indian Navy and the Nation
for many decades, by steering it through both rough and
calm oceans, safely towards the
shores. First about the aircraft
carrier INS Viraat which was
converted from HMS Hermes. It
was entirely due to the effort of
Late Admiral Tahiliani that within
a record time of about two years,
HMS Hermes was commissioned
as INS Viraat on May 12, 1987.
INS Viraat attained the unparalleled distinction of being the
longest serving aircraft carrier
in the world; 27 years with the
Royal Navy and 30 years with
the Indian Navy. INS Viraat took
part in many operations (Op) like
Pawan, and Jupiter which was for
the evacuation of Indian nationals
from Sri Lanka. 7th Battalion of
the Garhwal Rifles embarked and
trained on Viraat to become the
first airborne assault unit. It took
part in numerous joint exercises
with foreign navies. It had an envi-

able Role of Honour, five of the
former commanding officers and
second-in-command rose to be
the Chief of the Naval Staff. It was
decommissioned at the Naval
Dockyard in Mumbai on March
6, 2017, and brought to an end a
glorious chapter in the Navy’s history. The decommissioning ceremony was attended by more than
1,300 personnel who have served
on board INS Viraat. Admiral Sir
Philip Jones, First Sea Lord and
Chief of Naval Staff of Royal
Navy and Chief of the Naval Staff
(CNS) Admiral Sunil Lanba were
present for the occasion.
The first three Long-range
Maritime Reconnaissance and
Anti-submarine Warfare (LRMR
&ASW) Aircraft TU-142M (called
Albatross) joined the Indian Navy
on March 30, 1988, at INS Hansa,
Goa. At that time the Soviet built
TU-142M was the heaviest and
fastest turboprop LRMR &ASW
aircraft with a potent ASW on
board suite. The ‘Mighty Props’
have been the mainstay of

LRMR&ASW for close to three
decades. The aircraft saw action
during Op Cactus, participated
in operational missions off Sri
Lanka, Op Vijay in 1999, Op
Parakram in 2002 and anti-piracy
operations from 2011 till date. TU142M, were given a befitting farewell in a special decommissioning ceremony organised at INS
Rajali, on March 29, 2017, with
the CNS Admiral Sunil Lanba,
presiding over it.
The Indian Navy successfully undertook the maiden firing
of BrahMos land attack supersonic cruise missile from a ship
on April 21, 2017 on a land based
target, brief details of which are
included. India’s defence acquisition framework is considered
to be one of the most cumbersome, time consuming, complex
and fraught with uncertainties. To
stremline the acquisition process,
Ministry of Defence is planning to
set up a new Defence Procurement Organisation, brief details
of which have been included in

this issue. Indian Navy has also
been very active with its overseas
deployment both in the Indian
Ocean and Mediterranean, carrying out port visits, joint training
and social events to keep the
Indian flag flying in the region.
The Government on May
10 approved the appointment of
Sanjay Mitra as the next Defence
Secretary with a fixed tenure
of two years. Mitra will assume
charge on May 24 when incumbent G. Mohan Kumar retires.
The issue wraps up with the
usual News Digest and Flag
appointments. Happy reading!

Jayant BaranwaL
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief

(Left) Scenes from the decommissioning ceremony of INS Viraat at the Naval Dockyard in Mumbai on March 6,
2017; (above) Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Sunil Lanba addressing the attendees during the ceremony.

He continues to recount, it was at this
critical juncture that the sea Harrier and
the ski-jump made their dramatic appearance, and enabled royal Navy (rN) to precariously claw its way back into the aircraft
carrier business. the Hermes, relegated to
a helicopter operating platform, was resur-
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rected and also given a ski-jump to make
it a ‘Harrier-Carrier’. Yet again, 1981 White
Paper proposed halting the aircraft carrier
building programme and scrapping of the
Hermes. this time around it was the Falklands crisis which saved Hermes and she
sailed as the Flagship of the south atlantic

task Force in april 1982 from where she
returned triumphant. Hermes in its esoteric
and rarefied profile continued in her operational role as a strike carrier, embarking full
complement of her air Wing for all major
exercises. at Yeovilton during this period,
Indian Navy was preparing to receive the

first set of Sea Harriers as replacement for
Seahawk fighters to operate from old INS
Vikrant which was being modernised in its
new role as the Harrier-Carrier.

Arrival of Viraat
late admiral rH tahiliani in his memoirs

COVER STORY

recalls that on March 1, 1985, his counterpart in UK-the First sea lord, through a
letter informed that Hermes was going to
be placed in reserve Fleet and whether the
Indian Navy would be interested in buying
her. He grabbed the opportunity and after
convincing the Government for the need
for a second aircraft carrier available off
the shelf, deputed a team of experts led
by the then deputy Chief of Naval staff,
Vice admiral s. Jain to assess the material
state of Hermes. on its return the team
reported that although Hermes had been
commissioned a year earlier than Vikrant,
i.e. in 1959, her material state was 10
years younger than that of Vikrant. It was
entirely due to single-minded approach
and perseverance on the part of late
admiral tahiliani that within a record time
of little over two years of negotiations,
acquisition and modernisation, the 1959
vintage aircraft carrier was commissioned
as Indian Naval ship Viraat on May 12,
1987, which incidentally coincided with
his Birthday! Virata, a sanskrit word which
means Giant, very appropriate for a largest
flat-top whose timely arrival ensured that
the Indian Navy prided itself by putting to
sea two Carriers simultaneously. Close on
the heel the Indian Navy very successfully
executed operation CaCtUs off Maldives.
Global accolades came rushing in with New
York times splashing on the Cover Page,
India, emerging super Power.

Role of Honour

A file photograph of INS Viraat (top) escorting the Indian Navy’s newly acquired aircraft carrier
Vikramaditya during her delivery voyage

Viraat returned honours to several commanding officers and other officers who
served her with distinction all through her
commissioned life with Indian Navy. What
an enviable Role of Honour; five of the former commanding officers and second-incommand rose to be the Chief of the Naval
Staff; twenty other officers got elevated
to the rank of Vice admirals and eighteen
promoted to the rank of rear admiral;
besides several commodores and captains.
Her legacy as HMs Hermes under the
Royal flag was no less, as she was commanded by 13 Captains of the rN. Her role
in operation Mercy in 1974 and the Falklands War in 1982 are now textbook references for future navies.to commemorate
the unique event, admiral sir Philip Jones,
KCB, adC, First sea lord and the Chief of
the Naval staff, royal Navy was invited to
be the Guest of Honour at the decommissioning ceremony. SP

Operational Role
there were no dull moments for Viraat.
admiral Madhvendra singh who was the
second Commanding Officer recalls how
impatiently he waited for the Flagship to
be deployed for the ongoing op Pawan.
Finally on July 17, 1989, Viraat was called
to proceed with despatch to evacuate
Indian Nationals from sri lanka and the
mission was code-named operation Jupiter. Viraat was designated the Flagship of
Commander task Group 52.2, comprising
Viraat, shakti and taragiri. He adds that
7th Battalion of the Garhwal Rifles located
at Pithoragarh was ordered to move to
embark Viraat. after undergoing extensive
training, 7th Garhwal Rifle was fully transformed into a formidable airborne assault
formation, for the first time ever.
old Viraat graciously continued her
march fulfilling every possible operational
mission. For many decades, she remained
a star performer during various exercises
with the navies of France, UK, russia,
Japan, the Us, etc. she participated in several Carrier-to-Carrier Exercises to ensure
inter-operability with foreign navies. the
first such exercise was with USS Nimitz, a
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier on september 27, 2005, when Viraat was under the
command of the then Captain (later Vice
admiral) s.P.s. Cheema, as part of Malabar
2005. the next Carrier-to-Carrier exercise
was with French Carrier Charles de Gaulle.
once again under the command of Captain Cheema that Viraat, while returning to
Mumbai after participating in President’s
Fleet review 2006, had an opportunity to
carry out Passage Exercises with another
nuclear-powered Us Navy aircraft Carrier,
Uss ronald reagan. a unique aspect of
Carrier-to-Carrier Exercises was that Viraat
based sea Harriers were able to land on Us
Navy Carriers and Charles de Gaulle. Until
Vikramaditya arrived on the scene, Viraat
hardly missed an opportunity to be a part
of the Malabar and such like prestigious
multi-navies joint exercises.
Viraat, attained the unparalleled distinction and hold Guinness Book of World
record of being the longest serving aircraft
carrier in the world; 27 years with the royal
Navy and 30 years with the Indian Navy.
she clocked eleven lakh kilometres of sailing mileage before her commissioning pendant was hauled down for one final time;
what an incredible record.

Unique. Ahead of the Art.
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Land Attack Supersonic
Cruise Missile –
A Game Changer
Indian Navy successfully undertook the maiden firing of BrahMos land attack supersonic Cruise Missile from a ship on
april 21, 2017 on a land based target
PHOTOGRAPH: Indian Navy

n REAR ADMIRAL SUSHIL RAMSAY (RETD)

attack variant of BrahMos Missile provides Indian Naval ships the capability to
precisely neutralise selected targets deep
inland, far away from coast, from standoff ranges at sea.
This successful maiden firing of
BrahMos land attack supersonic Cruise
Missile has significantly enhanced the
prowess of Indian Navy and has placed
India into the club of select few nations.
The first-ever successful test-firing of a
land attack supersonic Cruise Missile
(laCM) by Indian Navy’s stealth frigate,
INs teg off the eastern coast is a landmark
achievement. successful launch of laCM
will prove a true Game Changer and holds
the promise of immense strategic flexibility for the surface combatants of the
frontline ships. Effectively, the BrahMos
is shaping up as a stand-off range laCM
which provide capability to Indian Navy
to target inland strategic targets from
any of its frontline surface ships. laCM is
already available to selected few submarine combatants.
the laCM variant of BrahMos successfully test-fired on April 21, 2017 has a
range extended from 290 kilometres to far
beyond 400 km, but there is every possibility for even longer-range variants being
developed in the future. the Joint Venture is now on such stronger foundation
and has acquired and developed credible
potential for evolving strategically top-end
missile systems with lethal fire-power.

B
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raHMos aErosPaCE Is a joint
venture established between
NPo Mashinostroeyenia of russian Federation and India’s
defence research and development organisation (drdo) to jointly
develop and manufacture in India a shortrange ramjet supersonic Cruise Missile
that could be launched from submarines,
ships, aircraft, or land. the seeds of the
joint venture were sown way back in 1995
on an inter-governmental agreement that
the corpus for the joint venture would be
shared on 50-50 per cent basis. the chosen supersonic cruise missile system was
based on the russian P-800 oniks cruise
missile and other similar sea-skimming
russian cruise missile technologies. to
honour the two eminent rivers, the Brahmaputra of India and the Moskva of russia, BrahMos was the name chosen for the
Joint Venture.
the basic missile system is internationally acclaimed as the world’s fastest
anti-ship cruise missile system in operation. the missile travels at the speeds of
Mach 2.8 to 3.0. In less than two decades
BrahMos model of joint venture has
proven to be an outstanding success story.
Whereas the land-based and ship-launched
versions have already been very successfully inducted into the Indian army and the
Navy, the air and submarine-launched versions are currently under extensive trials,
testing, validation phases.
at its inception, it was planned that the
BrahMos to be based on a mid-range cruise
missile like P-700 Granit, its propulsion is
based on the russian missile, and missile
guidance has been developed by BrahMos
aerospace. However, growth and development of the joint venture has been phenomenal which has paved several advancements and technology upgrades in many
vital segments of BrahMos aerospace. as
India became signatory and a full member
of the Missile technology Control regime
(MtCr) on June 27, 2016, the Joint Venture
has enthused to jointly develop a new generation of BrahMos missile systems with
ability to hit protected targets with pinpoint accuracy at far greater ranges.

Missile Technology Control Regime
India signed the Missile technology Control regime (MtCr) on June 27, 2016
which had prohibited the development
of missiles with a range greater than 300
kilometres. Until then, in adherence to the
MtCr regime the original design ranges of
BrahMos system was kept well below its
permissible upper scale of 300 kilometres.
additionally, India was not empowered
to sell or export a longer-range variant to
prospective BrahMos customers, including
Vietnam, the United arab Emirates, Chile,
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BrahMos Air-to-surface Variant

Long Range BrahMos Missile being fired from Indian Naval Ship Teg

and south africa under the MtCr.
Joining the MtCr as a full member
opens up new vistas for India to develop
potent missile system of strategic significance that had capped the ranges of the
Joint Venture. BrahMos aerospace in conformance with its growth vision has now
successfully launched new extended range
version of the missile system, aiming to
reach 450 km range.
according to dr s Christopher, Chief of
drdo, plans are afoot to develop new version of BrahMos that could achieve a range
850 km. the new missile system BrahMos
version 2 could be ready within three years,
achieving range between 800 and 850 km.

Land Attack Supersonic Cruise Missile
Indian Navy successfully undertook the
maiden firing of BrahMos Land Attack
supersonic Cruise Missile from a ship on
april 21, 2017, on a land based target.
this variant of long range BrahMos Missile was fired from Indian Naval Ship Teg,

a Guided Missile Frigate, on a target on
land. anti-ship variant of BrahMos Missile
has already been successfully inducted
into Indian Navy. Majority of the frontline
ships of Indian Navy, like the Kolkata, ranvir and teg classes of ships, are capable
of firing anti-ship variant of BrahMos. Land

This successful maiden firing
of BrahMos Land Attack
Supersonic Cruise Missile
has significantly enhanced
the prowess of Indian Navy
and has placed India into the
club of select few nations

an air-launched variant of BrahMos was
successfully developed in 2012. a hypersonic version of the missile, BrahMos-II,
is also presently under development with
speed of Mach 7-8 to boost aerial fast
strike capability. there are extensive series
of testing and trials processes being undertaken, likewise very intricate doctrinal
aspects, val idation processes are at very
advanced stages of evaluation. It is hoped
that the wait for induction of air-launched
version of BrahMos into the Indian air
Force may not be too long.
the induction of air-to-surface version
of BrahMos has now gathered considerable momentum. as per available reports
the air launched version of the system is
scheduled to be test-fired against a live
sea-based target shortly. on successful
culmination of the test-firing the final testfiring is expected to be against land based
target at the Pokhran firing ranges at Jaisalmer. this will mark the culmination of
proof firing for induction of the system
into the Indian Air Force. The test-firing
are being conducted for 300 km range
at a speed of 2.8 Mach. The test-fire of
2.5-ton BrahMos air-to-surface variant is
being conducted from sukhoi-30 MKI and
the missile weighs 500 kg lighter than the
army and naval versions. SP
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Defence Procurements
DEVELOPMENT

the defence ministry mulling to set up a new defence Procurement
organisation which will integrate and streamline the long and arduous
process of defence acquisitions. this is also expected to assist in
developing a robust defence industrial base in the country.

n RANJIT KUMAR

I

NdIa’s dEFENCE aCqUIsItIoN
FraMEWorK is considered to be
one of the most cumbersome, time
consuming, complex and fraught
with uncertainties. In spite of the

Indian armed forces evolving into the
select group of top ranking arms importers of the world and future prospects of
acquiring arms worth over $150 billion in
the next decade, the country is managing
its defence acquisitions without a proper
centralised defence procurement body
and through a loose ad hoc structure. In
this backdrop, the reports of the defence
ministry mulling to set up a new defence
Procurement organisation would be welcomed by the strategic community. the
current defence Procurement Process
has proved to be lengthy and complex,
though several attempts have been made
to bring in transparency and speed up
the acquisitions process. the proposed
dPo is intended to integrate and streamline the long and arduous process of
defence acquisitions.

PRODUCTION

RESEARCH

this is expected
to manage and regulate all the defence
acquisitions worth
billions of dollars in
a very professional
manner. this is also
expected to assist in
developing a robust
defence industrial
base in the country.
In fact, creating such
a procurement body was part of the recommendations of the Group of Ministers
committee set up after the Kargil conflict
to propose fresh ideas for better security
management of the country. the proposed
body is touted as the second big — ticket
reform after the strategic Partnership
policy announced by the defence Minis-

EXPORT

DEFENCE
PROCUREMENT
ORGANISATION

ter Arun Jaitley, which is in the final stage
of getting sanction from the top decision
making authority of the country.
the Ministry of defence (Mod) had
appointed a high powered committee under
the leadership of dr Pritam singh, former
Continued on page 9...
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Albatrosses (TU-142M)
Fly Away into Glory
the best and most modern option emerged then for lrMr aircraft was the soviet built tU-142M, Nato nomenclature
Bear. tU-142M was then the heaviest and fastest turboprop lrMr aircraft with a potent asW on board suite.
PHOTOGRAPHS: Indian Navy

n REAR ADMIRAL SUSHIL RAMSAY (RETD)

Navy. the squadron was awarded Unit Citation by the Chief of the Naval staff in the
year 2002 for outstanding professionalism
and momentous contribution to the service
and adjudged the Best Frontline squadron
on numerous occasions over the years.

t

HE loNG-draWN tUrF BattlE
over the control of maritime
reconnaissance and surveillance
roles between the Indian air
Force (IaF) and the Indian Navyended with the commissioning of Indian
Naval air squadron (INas) 312 on November 18, 1976, when five lockheed l1049G
super Constellation were transferred from
the IaF to Indian Navy. thus, a new chapter
unfolded on the growing aspirations of the
Indian Navy to realise the Blue Water stature in the future. although advanced in age
super Constellations served Indian Navy
well to provide firm foundation for creating capability for long range and endurance
maritime patrol, surveillance and reconnaissance over the vast expanse of the arabian
sea, Bay of Bengal, the Indian ocean, etc.

Bidding Farewell

www.spsnavalforces.com

Albatross Arrives
as the utility and relevance of such a
dynamic platform was unequivocally established, Indian Navy began to realise the true
value of having a multi engine long range
Maritime reconnaissance and anti-submarine Warfare (lrMr&asW). thus, a hunt
for a suitable and modern replacement for
super Constellations began in right earnest. Under the circumstances prevailing
then, highly limited options were available
in this segment of the naval aviation. the
best and most modern option emerged
then for lrMr aircraft was the soviet built
tU-142M, Nato nomenclature Bear. tU142M was then the heaviest and fastest turboprop lrMr aircraft with a potent asW
on board suite and complex contra rotating
propellers with four NK-12MP engines each
producing 15,000 shaft Horse Power.
Contract negotiations and its conclusion was most efficiently and expeditiously
done and beginning from May 1987, initial
commissioning crew comprising, 40 pilots
and observers, 16 technical officers and 128
sailors were deputed to riga for training. on
March 30, 1988, the first three TU-142Ms
(albatross) arrived at INs Hansa, Goa, after
a flight from Simferopol (Gvardeyskoye Air
Base) in the Crimean Peninsula of the erstwhile Ussr (now russian Federation). on
april 13, 1988, two more aircraft arrived,
prior to the commissioning of INas 312
on april 16, 1988 and by the end of october 1988, the fleet of eight TU-142Ms was
delivered. Goa provided a good incubation
location for the albatrosses, but with India’s
‘look East’ policy, the nest of the albatross
was transplanted to INs rajali in May 1992
at arakkonam in tamil Nadu. this location
proved the most strategically advantageous
launch pad for this versatile lrMr&asW
platform to provide continuous vigil, surveillance, and reconnaissance capability in the
entire maritime domain of concern to India.

Formidable Eye in the Sky
the albatross has been the ‘Eye in the sky’
of Indian Navy for nearly three decades,
providing the critical real time inputs for
transparency of operations in the entire
Indian ocean region (Ior). the tU-142M
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(Top) TU-142M static display inaugurated by Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Sunil Lanba at INS Rajali;
(above) Water canon ceremony for TU-142M.

made it possible to operate farther out
than ever before and leave footprints of
Indian Navy on the fringes of the strategic
Ior. It is the fastest turboprop aircraft in
the world. Many fighters all over the world
found it difficult to intercept this machine
at high altitude. the albatross always
took pride in telling an interceptor pilot ‘Catch me, if u can.’ rightly named ‘Bear’ by
Nato, it remained a mystery and enigma
for western world for many years.
the ‘Mighty Props’ have been the
mainstay of lrMr&asW for close to three
decades. time and again this aircraft has
proven itself in the last 29 year of its glorious service. the aircraft saw action during
operation ‘Cactus’ in Maldives and partici-

Admiral Sunil Lanba lauded
the stellar role played by
TU142M aircraft in the
defence of the country as a
maritime reconnaissance and
airborne ASW aircraft.

pated in operational missions off sri lanka
to provide airborne surveillance. It has
acquitted itself extremely well in numerous
operations like, op Vijay in 1999, op Parakram in 2002 and anti-piracy operations
from 2011 till date. In 2003, it undertook
the successful firing of a first underwater
missile, aPr-2E. over the years, the aircraft
gracefully aged, but kept pace with advancement in avionics and mission equipment.
Small but significant upgrades added teeth
to the Mr/EsM capability, which is its forte.
the inherent endurance allowed it to be on
task for much longer. In 2008, the ‘Eye in
the Sky’ got sharper sight with fitment of
new Elta radar from Israel.
tU142M has remained an effective
force-multiplier with its intimidating
presence for the Indian Navy throughout its operational life and delivered its
Final Punch in its latest assignment – the
tropex 2017 wherein, it clocked over 53
hours with a single aircraft. the squadron
also achieved the prestigious milestone
of 30,000 flying hours which is a proud
moment for all albatrosses. tU142M aircraft operations over the years stand testament to the skill, courage and professionalism of the men and women who have been
entrusted with the responsibility to fly and
maintain this vital aviation asset of Indian

tU-142M, albatross aircraft were given
a befitting farewell in a special ceremony
organised at INs rajali on March 29,
2017. admiral sunil lanba, Chief of the
Naval staff, presided over the de-commissioning ceremony which was attended
by Vice Admiral H.C.S. Bisht, Flag Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Eastern Naval Command, serving and retired officers and
men, who have served in INas 312 and
other senior officials from the Navy as well
as from civil administration.
speaking on the occasion, admiral
sunil lanba lauded the stellar role played
by tU142M aircraft in the defence of the
country as a maritime reconnaissance
and airborne asW aircraft. He recollected
the crucial role played by the squadron in
Operation Cactus in Maldives, where fleeing mercenaries were detected and tracked
till they were apprehended by Indian warships. He also mentioned the maiden participation by TU’s as the first Indian naval
aircraft in the Republic Day flypast at New
delhi on January 26, 1999. He also acknowledged the professionalism of the pilots,
the maintainers and all those personnel
associated with flying and maintaining the
aircraft in peak efficiency during their service. He assured that the rich legacy of the
squadron would continue as the baton is
being passed on to the proud crew of the
worthy successors viz. the P-8 I Squadron.
With the imposing looks and a lethal
punch to match, the tU14M aircraft which
have been nothing short of a ‘Flying
destroyer’, were given an impressive farewell as they flew for one last time along
with three Chetak helicopters, two dorniers,
one each Il-38 and the Boeing P-8I. In appreciation of the stellar service of the tU142M
aircraft, the Chief of the Naval staff inaugurated a tU static display at lNs rajali.
Commander Yogender Mair, the last
Commanding Officer of INAS 132 with
tU142M aircraft handed over the reins to
Commander V. ranganathan, who will be
the first Commanding Officer of the Squadron with the Boeing P-8I aircraft. the Boeing P-8I aircraft dedicated to the nation by
the erstwhile defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar on November 15, 2015, is the third
type of aircraft, after the lockheed l1049G
super Constellation and the tU-142M aircraft, to be operated by INas 312. the P-8I
aircraft has proven all its systems and has
been fully integrated into the operational
grid of the Indian Navy.
the other event of milestone proportion was the celebration of silver Jubilee
of INs rajali the Naval air station which
was synonymous with the tU’s, and its
home for the last 29 years. to commemorate the silver Jubilee of INs rajali, the
Postal department released a special First
day Cover. SP

MAST（海上／航空システム・技術）：日本で唯一の国際防衛に関するトレードショー・会議

MASTでは、
8,000㎡のトレードショースペースに
4,000名以上の参加者が来場し、
45か国から200社以上の出展社が展示を行います。
さらに、15名以上の各国のVIPが参加し、
3日間わたって5会場で防衛技術に関するセッションが行われます。

asia
Maritime/Air Systems & Technologies
for Defence, Security and Safety

MAST Asiaは世界唯一のイベントです。

Trade-show, Technical Conference, and much more...
Mon. 12th - Wed. 14th June 2017, Makuhari Messe, Tokyo, Japan

Japan’s ONLY international defence trade-show & conference
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CONFERENCE REPORTS

Naval Commanders’ Conference
PHOTOGRAPH: Indian Navy

n REAR ADMIRAL SUSHIL RAMSAY (RETD)

B

I-aNNUal NaVal CoMMaNdErs’ CoNFErENCE was held from
May 2 to 5, 2017, which was
attended by all Commandersin-Chief, senior flag officers of
Indian Navy, defence Minister arun Jaitley,
rajya raksha Mantri, dr subhash Bhamre,
asok Gupta, defence secretary and other
senior functionaries of the Ministry of
defence. during the Conference the toplevel leadership of Navy reviewed major
operational, training and administrative
activities undertaken in the last six months.
While addressing the conference
defence Minister complimented the Indian
Navy for its professionalism and deep commitment towards protecting the maritime
interests of the country including the huge
maritime boundary as also meeting a large
number of international obligations, in
line with the country’s defence diplomacy
requirements. He spoke about the prevailing and emerging security situation in the
sub-continent as also the expanding presence of the extra-regional powers in India
ocean region (Ior). He also referred to the
situation on the Western Border and its linkage to the internal security. He urged the
Commanders’ to be prepared at all times as
“Preparedness was the best deterrent”.

Defence Minister Arun Jaitley with CNS Admiral Sunil Lanba and with Commanders-in-Chiefs of Indian Navy

acknowledging the various crucial
requirements of the Indian Navy, the defence
Minister assured the Commanders that
the government was working on all issues
very positively and was going to increase
the resources to make good the shortfalls
soon. He lauded the efforts of India Navy in
indigenisation and urged the Commanders
to focus on furtherance of domestic expertise building up. Concluding his address, he
said that due impetus through appropriate

defence Procurement Policies (such as sP
Model which would be finalised soon) was
being given to make good the critical capability shortfalls viz. ship borne multi-role
helicopters, conventional submarines and
mine counter-measure vessels.
Chairing the conference, admiral sunil
lanba, Chief of the Naval staff addressed
the Naval Commanders on issues pertaining to operational readiness, capability
enhancement, maintenance, operations

logistics, infrastructure development and
human resource management. He emphasised the need for continued efforts towards
modernisation, indigenisation and expanding the Indian Navy’s operational footprint
so as to be a stabilising force in Ior.
the Commanders also had an opportunity to interact with senior government
officials, as also with the Chiefs of Indian
army and Indian air Force, who shared
their views on the current security situation
and the way ahead to enhance tri-service
synergy and jointmanship. the Foreign secretary also interacted with the Commanders on the geo-political developments with
key focus on the Indian ocean region and
outlined key imperatives pertaining to our
foreign policy and diplomatic initiatives.
Focussed attention was also accorded to
associated aspects that included a review of
the security measures and mechanisms for
coastal defence, infrastructure, force development and logistics support management.
In his closing address, the CNs while
complimenting the officers and men for their
commitment and professionalism exhorted
the Commanders to give focussed attention
to address all challenges with the singular aim to be combat ready at all times. He
emphasised the importance of quality maintenance and efficient operational logistics
towards ensuring combat effectiveness. SP

PHOTOGRAPH: FICCI

Navy’s Mantra Towards
Building a Force of the Future:
Vice Admiral Deshpande

www.spsnavalforces.com

t

HE INdIaN NaVY Is working
relentlessly towards transforming its shipbuilding, aviation
and underwater capabilities by
building new generation vessels by leveraging the technology and
research as force multipliers. to this end,
the Navy is emphasising on indigenisation
and had identified areas for cooperation
while actively seeking the involvement and
participation of industry, academia and
research laboratories.
this was stated by Vice admiral
d.M. deshpande, aVsM, VsM, Controller of Warship Production and acquisition (CWP&a), Indian Navy, at a curtainraiser on FICCI’s international seminar on
‘Building India’s Future Navy: technology
Imperatives’, to be held from May 31-June
1, 2017, in New delhi. the seminar would
provide a common platform to explore
and debate on disruptive technologies
and its doctrinal impact in shaping the
future of the Indian Navy.
Vice admiral deshpande said that the
Indian Navy has been at the vanguard in
promoting indigenous design and construction of warships and equipment for
many years. the process of achieving selfreliance in the Navy is extremely complex
and it requires active participation from
many stakeholders across industries,
both private and public, academia, r&d
establishments, etc. He added that an
increasingly complex and volatile maritime security landscape requires development of technologies that can fulfill the

8
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requirements of the nation indigenously.
He mentioned that in this regard the
Navy has taken a quantum jump with
respect to the technologies and the platform being inducted in its fleet over the
years. He said that the Navy is open to
experimentation and r&d before embracing the technology. the plans of the Navy
align well with the Government of India’s
‘Make in India’ programme, which is
enabling it to take bold decisions and collaborative approaches.
Vice admiral deshpande said that India
aims to emerge as a defence manufacturing hub in future; thus the Navy seeks the
support of industry, researchers, defence
research and development organisation
(drdo) and government organisations. He
added that proactive government policies
aimed at easing business rules would help
forge a collaborative environment.
Mentioning about the status of some of
the large programmes in the pipeline, he
shared that if all goes well, then the Navy
is expected to close the landing platform
docks (lPd) contract by end of this year.
on the occasion, Vice admiral deshpande released a brochure on the international seminar on ‘Building India’s Future
Navy: technology Imperatives’. In his
presentation on the theme of the seminar, Cmde sujeet samaddar, NM (retd),
Honorary advisor-defence & aerospace,
FICCI, said that a disruptive technology
changes the dynamics of competition in
ways that are revolutionary, profound and
unexpected. the seminar, he added, would

EXCLUSIVE
Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief and
Publisher of SP’s Naval Forces spoke to
Vice Admiral D.M. Deshpande, Controller of Warship Production and acquisition (CWP&a), Indian Navy, at the curtain-raiser on international seminar on
‘Building India’s Future Navy: technology
Imperatives.’ the questions were based
on the push which is expected to help the
fast-tracking process of modernisation
out of the Indian Government’s initiative
of ‘Make in India’.
Jayant Baranwal (JB): Can you share
what is the status of landing platform
docks (LPD) project?
Vice Admiral D.M. Deshpande (Deshpande): the situation now is way ahead for
the landing platform docks. the decision is
to be taken by the Ministry and we are likely
to sign the contract by the end of this year.
JB: How is the Indigenous Aircraft Carrier-II (IAC-II) progressing?

focus on such technologies and would
have dedicated sessions, which would
deliberate on IddM: Potential Projects for
the Indian Industry, Modern trends in
Maritime Communications, Cyber space
operations and Information Warfare, shipborne Propulsion and Power Generation,
Missiles, Underwater and directed Energy
Weapons, ‘Make in India’ opportunities for

Deshpande: We will be shortly interacting and finalising on the type of the IACII — exact tonnage, type of propulsion,
and other design aspects. Post internal
discussions, we will take it to the Ministry. this is a high-ticketed item and
requires positivity from the government
and the Navy.
JB: How about the status of Project 75I?
Deshpande: Project 75I is linked with the
strategic partnership model and hinges
on guidelines under the new dPP. the
submarines are badly needed. If this
model doesn’t work then plan B gets into
action and we will have to look elsewhere.
JB: You spoke about the ease of business rules. What does that signify?
Deshpande: We are looking at gaining
self-reliance, that’s the foremost. the FdI
limits have also been raised and we are in
talks with the government to facilitate the
ease of business environment further. SP

Coastal states, surveillance and detection
systems, transformation in Naval aviation
sector: Challenges and opportunities for
the aerospace Industry, disruptive technologies, Warship Building in India and
Building India’s Future Navy: realising the
‘Make in India’ Initiative. SP
—Neetu Dhulia

DEFENCE PROCUREMENT

Expediting Defence... continued from page 5
director of the Indian Institute of Management (IIM), lucknow. dr singh had submitted the report on the modalities of setting
up the dPo to the then defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar in February last. If the
defence Ministry accepts the report, it may
take two to three years to establish a separate department of dPo under the defence
Minister. this will be an almost autonomous body which is expected to function
as the executive arm of the defence Minister. It’s manpower will mainly comprise
experts in legal, costing, contracting and
technical issues related to armaments.
the Indian defence ministry currently
depends broadly on a two tiered structure
for defence acquisitions. this consists of
defence acquisition Council (daC) which
is assisted by its subordinate bodies, the
defence Procurement Board, the defence
research and development Board and
the defence Production Board. the Kargil
conflict forced the country’s top defence
managers to evolve such system for timely
acquisition of weapon systems and platforms but this system also proved to be
very ineffective as shown by the non-acquisition of many urgently desired weapon
systems and platforms in the last decade.
as a result, the armed forces continue to
face serious deficiencies in combat capabilities, in spite of availability of funds under
the budgetary provisions.
Jolted from the setbacks after the Kargil conflict, the then NDA government set
up a Group of Ministers (GoM) to review
national security system in its entirety.
the defence Ministry was till then acquiring weapons systems under the archaic
Defence Procurement Procedures first
announced in 1992. However, after the
Kargil conflict the GoM recommended the
creation of above structure which was set
up in 2001. since then the dPP has been
revised several times, the latest one in
June 2016.
the Comptroller and auditor General (CAG) had pointed out deficiencies in
defence procurement way back in 2007,
but the ministry seems to have taken note
of this only recently after the submission of

the Pritam singh report and is now working
on a new acquisition body called the dPo.
the CaG in its audit report had pointed out
that the basic problem of India’s defence
acquisition framework was its dispersed
centres of responsibility and lack of professionalism in acquisitions. the GoM in
2001 had suggested setting up a separate
and dedicated structure to undertake the
entire gamut of procurement functions.
the GoM had also noted that higher degree
of professionalism and cost effectiveness
in the process was required in the defence
acquisition system. CaG had also noted
that there were too many independent
actors responsible for various acquisition
functions which include drafting of technical features, issuance of tender documents,
undertaking of trials and evaluations, providing quality assurance and making payment to vendors. these functionaries are
neither trained for their given roles nor are
they given required training and time to
build institutional capacity.
the system evolved during last one and
half decade has not yielded the desired
result. It failed to ensure time bound delivery of weapon systems which also resulted
in forfeiting of sanctioned budgetary provisions and also involving scams and controversies and making them vulnerable to
import-centric pressures. Inability to take
timely decisions also resulted in return of
`51,515 crore during the last one decade
because of unutilised funds.
though India’s current defence acquisition framework talks a lot about indigenisation and self reliance, the government
has not yet been able to formalise any
such comprehensive policy. the previous
defence Minister Manohar Parrikar gave a
push to the strategic Partnership plan of
the government and the present defence
Minister arun Jaitley, who describes himself as a night watchman in the Mod, has
promised to give it a final shape and has
also held comprehensive dialogue with the
principal stakeholder, the Industry Chambers. the strategic Partnership policy is
expected to see the light of the day any
time soon, but industry watchers are wary

of its efficacy and acceptability across the
political spectrum. this may not be bereft
of controversies.
Though the MoD houses the offices of
dG acquisitions and secretary defence
Production on the same floor and even
their chambers are adjacent to each other,
they rarely interact and adopt a comprehensive strategy to fulfill the demand of
the armed forces. the secretary defence
Production is responsible for indigenous
arms production by both state and private
companies, while the dG acquisition is
focused on awarding of contracts so as to
utilise the budgetary provisions. A conflict
of assigned duties of the two departments
results in lack of coordinated planning.
Whatever the nation’s armed forces
could acquire during the last one and half
decades was through direct government to
government agreements like the aircraft
carrier Gorshkov from russia, Hercules and
Globemaster transport aircraft from the
United states, scorpene submarines and
Rafale fighters from France, P-8I maritime
surveillance aircraft from the United states.
But the systems intended to be acquired
through the competitive route failed to
materialise like the 126 MMrCa (medium
multi-role combat aircraft) and the air refuellers for the air force, the six next-generation submarines for the Indian Navy, naval
fighter aircraft, minesweepers for the navy,
etc. The process of ordering Howitzers
guns for the army has just commenced,
one ultra light Howitzer deal through the
Government to Government FMs (foreign
military sales) route with the United states
and other under the ‘Make In India’ programme through the private sector larsen
and toubro (l&t) has just been ordered.
However, all these systems were acquired
after many years of intense discussions in
services headquarters and the Mod.

Western Experience
Many western countries have evolved
a more centralised system of procurement, which Indian defence planners need
to closely watch. Countries like the UK,
France, australia, etc have adopted a much

more centralised system of defence procurements. the best example is of France
which has been very successful in encouraging a domestic industry driven procurement system. France has developed an
advanced defence manufacturing base
which can produce wide range of weapon
systems and platforms which also includes
the nuclear arms. France boasts of meeting the defence requirements of its armed
forces by more than 90 per cent. this is why
the Kelkar committee appointed by Mod in
2005, in its report ‘towards self reliance
in defence Preparedness’ recommended
an examination of the feasibility of adopting the French system, which derives its
strength from the dGa (director General
armament) which is one of the three pillars of the French Ministry of defence. the
dGa takes care of range of defence acquisition functions like research, development,
test, evaluation, production and export of
defence equipments. the dGa is reported
to have a highly professional trained manpower of around 10,000. the technical and
professional competence of this hugely
dedicated team has resulted in most coherent administrative system that has resulted
in France fulfilling over 90 per cent of its
defence needs domestically.
Unlike France the manpower associated with defence acquisitions in India are
drawn from civil bureaucracy and from
the armed forces. Most of them lack experience or expertise in acquisition issues
and are not well versed in complex legal,
contractual and technical matters because
of their short term deputations in ministry of defence. this is proving to be a big
hurdle in spearheading the ‘Make In India’
programme of the Government. Keeping this in mind many defence industry
experts have recommended the creation of
a dedicated acquisition cadre in the various acquisition disciplines. the proposed
dPo will have to be structured in such a
manner that it is able to efficiently utilise
the huge funds earmarked each year in the
defence budget. SP
The writer is a strategic affairs analyst

IMPORTANT APPOINTMENTS

SANJAY MITRA
APPOINTED AS
NEW DEFENCE
SECRETARY

t

HE GoVErNMENt oN MaY 10
approved the appointment of West
Bengal cadre and 1982 batch officer sanjay Mitra as the next defence secretary with a fixed tenure of two years.
Mitra, who was holding the charge of
secretary in the Ministry of road transport and Highways till now, has been
appointed officer-on-special-duty in the
defence ministry and will assume charge
on May 24 when incumbent G. Mohan
Kumar retires.
Mitra had earlier had a seven-year
stint in the Manmohan singh-led Prime

Minister’s Office (PMO) from 2004. He
was also the Chief secretary of West
Bengal with Mamata Banerjee appointing him as predecessor samar Ghosh
refused to continue as the Chief secretary after serving for six months
post superannuation. Mitra became
the state’s Chief secretary in october 2012 by superseding a number of
senior IAS officers.
Before being posted as the state
Chief secretary, Mitra worked as a
Health secretary and as a Joint secretary in the PMo. SP

ESTEBAN GARCÍA
VILASÁNCHEZ
APPOINTED AS
NEW PRESIDENT OF
NAVANTIA

t

HE sPaNIsH GoVErNMENt Has
appointed Esteban García Vilasánchez as new President of Navantia.
With a wide experience in the naval sector, he was previously the director of
Programs. Esteban García Vilasánchez
initiated his professional career in 1990
in Navantia’s offshore area, reaching
in 2004 the position of director of
Fene-Ferrol shiprepairs. In 2009 he was
appointed as director of Fene-Ferrol
shipyard, being principal part in the
management of the Norwegian Navy and
spanish Navy frigates programs, as well
as the spanish Navy lHd Juan Carlos I
and australian Navy lHd programs.
In 2012 he became Industrial director and later director of Programs, posi-

tion held until this moment. the newly
renowned president will approach the
new strategic Plan for Navantia, stimulated by sEPI (the Government institution
that owns Navantia) with the purpose of
reinforcing the efficiency and sustainability of the company, promoting the
impact on the economic areas of Bay of
Cádiz, Cartagena and Ferrol area, where
the shipyards are located.
another important issue on the strategic Plan shall be to Increase the International proyection of Navantia on the more
quality demanding Programs.
Esteban García Vilasánchez replaces
Jose Manuel revuelta lapique, who had
requested his relief to the chairwoman of
sEPI, Pilar Platero. SP
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News in Brief
UK SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DEFENCE
SIR MICHAEL FALLON VISITS INDIA

the UK secretary of state for defence sir
Michael Fallon was on a four-day visit to
India from april 11, 2017. the India-UK
delegation level talks were held on april 13
where the UK side was led by sir Michael
Fallon while the Indian delegation was
headed by the defence Minister arun Jaitley. Both sides set out a shared vision for
the India-UK defence Partnership. Based
on the defence and International security
Partnership (dIsP) and building on existing
defence Consultative Group (dCG) mechanisms, both sides will explore additional
areas for institutional engagement. Isues
relevant to maritime are:
zz to further strengthen their naval
and maritime interactions, including
enhanced Maritime domain awareness
through the bilateral technical agreement to exchange information to track
terrorist and pirate vessels, a key deliverable of the dIsP.
zz to further develop cooperation between
the UK Hydrographic Office and the
Indian Navy Hydrographic Office.
zz specialised training interactions and
exchange of best practices for Counter
terrorism, aircraft Carriers, Maritime
safety and shipbuilding.

DEFENCE MINISTER HANDS OVER
INDIGENOUS DRDO NAVAL SYSTEMS
the Minister of defence, Finance and Corporate affairs arun Jaitley handed over
three Naval systems indigenously developed by defence research and development organisation (drdo) to the Chief
of the Naval staff, admiral sunil lanba
on March 24. the Minister also released
two other products developed by drdo
namely IP-based secure Phone and the
Gallium Nitride technology. speaking on
the occasion Jaitley remarked that drdo
is becoming an important instrument for
self-reliance of the nation. He stated that
some of the best innovations have come
from the pool of scientists of drdo. the
Minister also gave away the annual drdo
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awards in various categories during the
function. the Naval systems handed over
to the Indian Navy are UsHUs-II submarine
sonar, directing Gear for Hull Mounted
sonar array and rlG based Inertial Navigation system for ship applications (INs-sa).
the export potential of drdo technologies
also received due recognition during the
function, with the announcement of the
bagging of export order for drdo-developed torpedo to Myanmar.

INDIA-RUSSIA MILITARY INDUSTRIAL
CONFERENCE

Minister of defence, Finance and Corporate
affairs arun Jaitley while inaugurating the
India-russia Military Industrial Conference on March 17 said that relations with
russia are a key pillar of India’s foreign
policy and russia has been India’s longstanding time-tested strategic partner for
the last 70 years. the Minister stated that
since the signing of the India-russia strategic Partnership in 2000, ties between the
two sides have reached new heights with
enhanced level of cooperation in almost
all areas including defence. Jaitley further
added that India-russia Military technical
Cooperation has graduated from a simple
buyer-seller relation to one involving joint
research, development and production of
advanced defence systems.
the Minister for Industry and trade of
russian Federation, denis Manturov, who
jointly inaugurated the conference, also
addressed the gathering. the conference
was attended by more than 100 russian
and over 150 Indian industry representatives including small and medium enterprises (sMEs).

JOINT DOCTRINE INDIAN ARMED
FORCES-2017 RELEASED

admiral sunil lanba, Chairman, Chiefs of
staff Committee (CosC) and Chief of the
Naval staff released a revised version of
Joint doctrine Indian armed Forces-2017
in the presence of Chief of the army staff,
Chief of the air staff and offg Chief of the
Integrated defence staff to the Chairman
CosC. ‘Jointness and Integration’ in the
armed Forces is the order of the day like
any other facet of life and therefore release
of this doctrine could not have come at a
more opportune time.
the Joint doctrine Indian armed Forces
will serve as a cornerstone document for
application of military power in a synergised manner leading to enhanced efficiency, optimum utilisation of resources
and financial savings. It will also establish a broad framework of concepts and
principles to understand our approach to
joint planning and conduct of operations
across all the domains of conflict ie land,

air, sea, space and cyber-space, In addition,
the doctrine will also serve as a reference
document for all the three services to plan
integrated operations.

IAI SIGNS CONTRACTS WITH INDIA WORTH
NEARLY $1.6 BILLION
Israel aerospace Industries (IaI) has
announced on april 6 that the company
has been awarded contracts in India totaling almost $1.6 billion. It is considered to
be the largest defense contract in Israel’s
defense Industries’ history, IaI will provide
an advanced Medium range saM (MrsaM)
systems to the Indian army. the company
will also supply additional long-range
SAM (LRSAM) systems for the first build-inIndia Indian aircraft carrier. MrsaM is an
advanced air and missile defense system
that provides the ultimate protection against
a variety of aerial threats. In its existing version, MrsaM is operational with the Indian
air Force, Indian Navy and Israel defense
Forces. Joseph Weiss, IaI’s President and
CEo, said: “over the past 25 years, IaI has
worked with the Indian defense industries
and armed forces in many areas as part of
our strategic partnership. the current contracts represent an enormous expression of
confidence by the Government of India in
IaI’s capabilities and advanced technologies
which are being developed with our local
partners as part of the Indian Government’s
‘Make in India’ policy”.

the admiral held discussions with
the deputy Minister of defence, Chief of
royal Malaysian defence Forces along with
the Chiefs of army, Navy and air Force of
Malaysia. the Indian and the royal Malaysian navies cooperate with each other in
terms of training, operational interactions
as well as interacting at various multilateral forums like the Indian ocean Naval
symposium, MIlaN and adMM Plus. Warships from both navies visit each other’s
ports to build ‘Bridges of Friendship’. the
Chief of the royal Malaysian Navy (rMN)
along with rMN corvette Kd lekir participated in the International Fleet review
2016 at Visakhapatnam in February 2016.
An inaugural field training exercise is
also scheduled between both navies in June
this year, coinciding with the visit of Indian
naval ships to Malaysia.
the admiral, in addition to holding
important bilateral discussions with various dignitaries also visited major naval
establishments of the royal Malaysian
Navy including the submarine base. He
also addressed the participant officers and
faculty of the prestigious royal Malaysian
armed Forces Command and staff College.

INSV TARINI INDUCTED – ALL WOMAN CREW
SCHEDULED TO SAIL HER AROUND THE GLOBE

ADMIRAL VLADIMIR KOROLEV, C-IN-C,
RUSSIAN FEDERATION NAVY VISITS INDIA

admiral Vladimir Korolev, C-in-C, russian
Federation Navy along with a four member
Russian Navy delegation was on an official
visit to India from March 15-18, 2017. the
visit aims to consolidate bilateral naval
relations between India and russia, as also
to explore new avenues for naval cooperation. during his visit, the C-in-C of russian Navy held bilateral discussions with
CNs admiral sunil lanba, Chief and other
senior officials of the Indian Navy. The
admiral also met the Minister of defence,
the Coas, the Cas and the defence secretary as part of his official engagements
in New delhi.India is the largest importer
of defence equipment from russia and
majority of the armament inventory in
Indian armed Forces is of soviet/russian
origin. the Indian Navy cooperates with the
russian Federation Navy on many fronts,
which include operational interactions,
training, hydrographic cooperation, information technology and exchange of subject Matter Experts in various fields.

the Indian Navy’s second ocean going sailboat tarini was inducted on February 18, at
a glittering ceremony at INs Mandovi Boat
Pool. CNs admiral sunil lanba along with
other senior Naval Officers was also present on this historic occasion to wish the
boat and her crew success in their endeavors. INsV tarini is a sloop built by aquarius shipyard Pvt ltd at divar, Goa. the sail
boat tarini is being inducted into the Navy
and is slated to be the platform for First
Indian all Women Circumnavigation of
the Globe expedition of the Indian Navy.
the boat’s all women crew is skippered by
lieutenant Commander Vartika Joshi. the
Indian Navy is operating four sailing vessels capable of open ocean deployments,
that is, tarangini, sudarshini, Mhadei and
tarini, all four of which have been built in
shipyards at Goa.

INS TILLANCHANG COMMISSIONED

ADMIRAL SUNIL LANBA, CHIEF OF THE
NAVAL STAFF, VISITS MALAYSIA
admiral sunil lanba, Chairman Chiefs of
staff Committee (CosC) and Chief of the
Naval staff (CNs), Indian Navy, was on a
goodwill visit to Malaysia from april 11
to 15, 2017. the visit was intended to
consolidate and enhance bilateral maritime relations between India and Malaysia and was expected to provide a major
boost to defence relations between India
and Malaysia.

INs tillanchang, a water jet fast attack
craft (WJFaC) was commissioned into the
Indian Navy by Vice admiral Girish luthra,
the Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief
Western Naval Command, at Karwar on
March 9, 2017. INs tillanchang is the third
ship of four follow-on WJFaC built by the
Garden reach shipbuilders and Engineers
Kolkata. The first two ships of the class,
Indian Navy ships tarmugli and tihayu

NEWS

were commissioned in 2016. the ship has
been indigenously designed and built and
is an upgrade from the Chetlat class of fast
attack craft that the Indian Navy already
has on its inventory. INs tillanchang is
about 50 m long and powered by three
waterjet propulsion system, which give it
speeds of over 35 knots. the ship is armed
with a 30mm main gun and a number of
light, medium and heavy machine guns to
undertake operations at sea.

INDIAN NAVY CONCLUDES FIRST CONTRACT
UNDER ‘BUY AND MAKE (INDIAN)’ CATEGORY
a contract between Nova Integrated systems ltd. and Indian Navy for procurement of surface surveillance radars (ssr)
has been concluded on February 17, 2017.
This is the first contract concluded under
the Buy and Make (Indian) Category, in line
with the Government’s ‘Make in India’ initiative. Nova Integrated systems ltd, a fully
owned subsidiary of tata advanced system
ltd, would indigenously manufacture these
state-of-the-art radars in collaboration with
terma, denmark. this contract marks the
entry of Indian Private Industry in production of hi-tech sensors for the Indian Navy.
Procurement of ssr is a part of Indian
Navy’s Plan for modernisation of its fleets,
and these radars would also be installed
onboard the ships under construction.

ROLLS-ROYCE AND GARDEN REACH AGREE
TO ASSEMBLE MTU ENGINES IN INDIA

MAIDEN ANTI-SHIP MISSILE LAUNCH
BY KALVARI
the Indian Navy on March 2, 2017, successfully conducted the maiden firing of an
anti-ship missile from the first of the indigenously built Kalvari class submarines,
during a test firing in the Arabian Sea. The
missile successfully hit a surface target at
extended ranges during the trial firing. This
missile launch is a significant milestone,
not only for the Kalvari, which is the first
in a series of scorpene class submarines
being built in India, but also in enhancing the Indian Navy’s sub-surface warfare
capability. all six Kalvari class submarines
being built in India will be equipped with
this anti-ship missile, which has a proven
record in combat.

INS BETWA ON EVEN EEL: TO BE FULLY
OPERATIONAL BY APRIL 2018
INs Betwa, a P-16a Class frigate has been
made upright by the unstinted efforts put
in by the Naval dockyard, Mumbai, and
the salvage firm Resolve Marine, specially
contracted for the operation. It may be
recalled that, the ship which was undergoing major repairs, had keeled on to her
side during her undocking on december
5, 2016. the salvage operations were progressed on a war footing and the initial
stabilisation of the ship was achieved by
december 29, 2016. the complete salvage
operation involving complex hydrodynamic calculations and rigging up of intricate measuring and monitoring systems
was completed in less than two months.
As the ship was undergoing major refit
and mid-life up-gradation since april
2016, majority of the equipment/machinery had already been removed for routine
servicing/replacement with upgraded
equipment. Indian Navy is confident that
with in-house expertise and sustained
efforts, the ship will be made fully operational by her scheduled date of refit completion by april 2018.

INDIAN WARSHIPS VISIT JEDDAH,
SAUDI ARABIA

PAKISTAN TEST-FIRES SHORE-BASED
LONG-RANGE ANTI-SHIP MISSILE
Pakistan Navy has tested conducted successfully the launch of land-based antiship missile on March 16, 2017. the missile has advanced technology and avionics,
which enable engagement of targets at sea
with high accuracy. Chief of the Naval staff,
admiral Muhammad Zakaullah, in his message felicitated the officers and crew and
said that this weapon system has added
a new dimension in the operational reach
of the Pakistan Navy as it would be able
to further bolster seaward defense of the
nation by having the capability of launching long range anti-ship missiles from land.

INDIA AND KOREA SIGN MOU FOR
DEFENCE SHIPBUILDING

rolls-royce and Garden reach shipbuilders & Engineers ltd. (GrsE) have agreed the
finalassembly of MTU Series 4000 engines
in India. the 12V and 16V 4000 M90 type
engines will be assembled in GrsE’s diesel Engine Plant in ranchi. an option for
the local production of parts in the future
was also agreed. the engines have a rated
power of 2,040 and 2,720 kW, respectively,
and will be installed in various naval vessels built by GrsE. the agreement includes
the transfer of MtU technology related to
assembly, testing and painting. GrsE is one
of India’s leading shipyards and part of the
Indian Ministry of defence as a defense
public sector unit (PsU). MtU is a brand of
rolls-royce Power systems.

emony will be hels at Belawan, Indonesia.
the Indonesian Naval ship KrI sutedi senoputra and Indonesian maritime patrol aircraft will take part.
apart from securing the trade sea
route, the coordinated patrol also serves to
enhance mutual understanding and inter–
operability between the two navies. the
CORPAT thus reflects the shared concerns
between the two countries for a peaceful
Indian Ocean for the benefit of international community.

India and the republic of Korea (roK) have
signed an Inter-governmental Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for defence
Industry Co-operation in shipbuilding on
april 21. the MoU was signed by secretary
(defence Production), ashok Kumar Gupta
from the Indian side and Minister of defence
acquisition and Programme administration, Chang Myoung-Jin from the roK side.
the MoU will help the ‘Make in India’ initiative of the Government of India. the aim of
the MoU was to strengthen defence industry co-operation between India and the
roK. Hindustan shipyard limited has been
nominated from the Indian side for the collaboration and roK will name its shipyard
in due course.

CHINA LAUNCHES INDIGENOUS
AIRCRAFT CARRIER
the launching ceremony of China’s second
aircraft carrier was held at the dalian shipyard of the China shipbuilding Industry
Corporation on april 26, 2017. General Fan
Changlong, member of the political bureau
of the Communist Party of China Central
Committee and vice chairman of China’s
Central Military Commission attended the
ceremony and delivered a speech. the second aircraft carrier is domestically built by
China. China started building it in November, 2013. at present, the main hull of this
aircraft carrier has been completed and the
main system devices including power supply have been installed in place.

29TH INDIA-INDONESIA CO-ORDINATED
PATROL (CORPAT)

as part of the Indian Navy’s overseas
deployment to the West Coast of africa
and the Mediterranean sea, three Indian
warships, INs Mumbai, INs trishul and INs
aditya, arrived at Jeddah on May 16-17 for
a three-day visit. the warships will engage
extensively with the saudi arabian Navy
during their stay in the country. apart
from professional interactions, sports
and social engagements are also planned,
which would go a long way in enhancing
co-operation and understanding between
these important navies of the Indian ocean
region (Ior). SP

APPOINTMENTS
zz surgeon Commodore Joy Chatterjee,

Principal director Medical services
(Personnel) on promotion to the rank
of surgeon rear admiral has been
appointed as additional director
General Medical services (Navy).
zz rear admiral Pradeep rana, Chief

Staff Officer (Personnel & Administration), Eastern Naval Command has
been appointed as Project director
(Personnel & administration) Headquarters atVP.
zz rear admiral Vinay Badhwar, Joint

Chief Hydrographer on promotion
to the rank of Vice admiral has been
appointed as Chief Hydrographer.
zz Commodore adhir arora, Principal

director of Hydrography on promotion to the rank of rear admiral
has been appointed as Joint Chief
Hydrographer.
zz rear admiral B. Mohandas, director

General quality assurance (Navy) has
been appointed as assistant Chief of
Naval staff (air Material).
zz Commodore r. Viswanathan, osd to

Programme director, atVP on promotion to the rank of rear admiral
has been appointed as Project director, Headquarters atVP.
zz Commodore G. srinivasan, osd to

Chief of Material on promotion to
the rank of rear admiral has been
appointed as assistant Chief of Material (Dockyards & Refits).
zz Commodore deepak Kapoor, osd

to Fo C-in-C, East on promotion to
the rank of rear admiral has been
appointed as Chief Staff Officer (Personnel & administration), Eastern
Naval Command.
the 29th series of India–Indonesia CorPat was held from May 9 to 25, 2017, with
the opening ceremony being conducted
Port Blair under the aegis of andaman and
Nicobar Command and the closing cer-
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zz rear admiral sunil anand, assistant

Controller of logistics on promotion
to the rank of Vice admiral has been
appointed as Controller of logistics.
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